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Abstract
This project is directed toward developing a robot that can autonomously navigate to a 

predetermined position selected by a person. New hardware and software recently made available 
via a UWEC Lab Modernization grant and a donation from an international company (National 
Instruments) will be used to construct the robot and develop its software control program. The robot 
will be equipped with vision and distance detection by means of a camera, an ultrasonic range finder, 
and other sensors. The data from the sensors and camera will be synchronized so that an object will 
be associated with its distance from the robot, allowing the robot to map its surroundings. An 
algorithm for obstacle-avoiding navigation will be written using National Instrument’s LabVIEW 
programming language. The goal is to write an algorithm that will allow the robot to make decisions 
rapidly and get the target location as quick as possible. 
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Future Applications
• Unmanned rescue missions
• Assistance for the handicapped
• Exploration of places inhospitable to humans
• Space Exploration
• Military Uses

Features of Robot Starter Kit donated by National Instruments

• Pitsco Education 12 VDC motors featuring 152   
revolutions per minute and 300 ounce-inches of torque

• Optical quadrature encoders with 400 pulses per 
revolution

• PING))) ultrasonic distance sensor for distance  
measurements between 2 centimeters and 3 meters

• PING))) mounting bracket for a 180-degree sweep of 
the environment

• Pitsco Education TETRIX 4 inch wheels

Autonomous Robot Navigation Development

• Drive robot with remote control
• Use LabVIEW prewritten programs to enable robot to detect and avoid 

obstacles without the use of human control
• Give robot a task to complete or destination to reach and have robot be able to

map its surroundings, avoid obstacles, and make decisions completely 
independent from human help or control

Navigation using Vision

• Mount camera on stepper motor with the two ultrasonic sensors
• Enables robot to see and sense objects ahead scanning 180 degrees
• Connect camera to power and to network so that video can be monitored from

a remote location (see what the robot is seeing on a computer screen)
• Correlate visual data with ultrasonic sensor data enabling the robot to associate

an object it sees to a distance it senses, thereby mapping its surroundings

(Above) Color Tracking Example VI by LabVIEW Robotics Front Panel (Left) and Block Diagram (right)

• Front Panel video shows what robot sees and processed image shows what it is programmed to detect
• Block Diagram shows programming code

(Above) Path Following Example VI by LabVIEW Robotics Front Panel (left) and Block Diagram (right)
• Front Panel shows path laid out on floor for the robot to see and follow using a camera and image processing
• Block Diagram shows programming code


